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The Supreme Court made headlines last session for another battle over the strangely anachronistic Pledge of 
Allegiance, the vice president’s corporate dalliances, and the ongoing battle for justice at Guantanamo Bay. 
Behind the big headlines, the case of Blakely v Washington quietly upended the federal criminal sentencing 
system and left prosecutors, defense attorneys and judges scrambling for how to hold the line in the resulting 
chaos.  While the media may not have been watching, civil libertarians celebrated Blakely’s victory for trial by 
jury and 10,000+ defendants with active appeals got closer a little taste of victory themselves.    
   
The controversial case started in Washington state where Ralph Howard Blakely kidnapped his wife, hoping to 
convince her, at peril of knife and shotgun, to drop divorce proceedings. Blakely agreed to a plea bargain, but an 
incensed judge leveraged a state law allowing exceptional sentences for ?substantial and compelling reasons.? 
The recommended maximum for Blakely’s crime was 53 months; the judge upped the ante to 90.  
   
Blakely’s lawyers objected, arguing that a lone judge couldn’t find a defendant guilty of additional charges not 
proven in court and ? single-handedly ? nearly double his sentence.  This summer, the Supreme Court agreed, 
ruling that "any fact (other than prior conviction) that increases the maximum penalty must be submitted to a 
jury and proven beyond a reasonable doubt."  
   
Although this was a state case, the law happened to be closely modeled on the federal sentencing guildelines. 
Justice Sandra Day O'Connor dissented, predicting the decision would wreak havoc. "Over 20 years of 
sentencing reform are all but lost," she said, "and tens of thousands of criminal judgments are in jeopardy."  
   
Blakely’s victory was short-lived. He was discharged from his sentence, but was immediately charged with hiring 
a jailhouse snitch to murder his wife (a crime committed while his original case was on appeal).  Others, though, 
have had more luck on Blakely’s long and frayed coattails:   

• In West Virginia, a man convicted of conspiring to make methamphetamine had his sentence cut from 
20 years to one year.  

• In Utah, a man who took pornographic pictures of his 9-year-old daughter had his sentence reduced 
slightly, from 151 months to 148.  

• In Washington, D.C., a tractor-driving tobacco farmer who created a scare on the National Mall last year 
by threatening to set off explosives was freed from prison more than four years ahead of schedule.   

Guiding the Robes 
  
The U.S. Sentencing Guidelines have been in effect since 1987 and are used to sentence 64,000 defendants 
each year. Their primary purpose is based on the notion that sentences should be generally uniform across the 
nation. Originally the legislature established broad ranges to give judges latitude in sentencing, for factors 
ranging from criminal history to cruelty. 
  
Unfortunately, the real deciding factor seemed to be race. Studies across the judiciary found that blacks were 
much more likely to receive the high-end of the sentencing recommendations whereas whites were let off with 
comparatively little time. 
  
In 1987, the U.S. Sentencing Commission released new standards with tight ranges (say, 4-5 years rather than 
3-15), leaving less room to tailor the sentencing to the crime, particularly in cases of egregious violence or 
cruelty. To correct for that, the guidelines allow judges to increase sentences in cases that involve a gun or a 
particularly large amount of drugs, or that have been especially cruel. Essentially, the guidelines require a judge 
to state a reason for a higher sentence rather than subconsciously or directly making those choices on things like 
race, wealth or religion. 
  
Some judges complain that the rules wrongly limit their discretion and give too much authority to prosecutors, 
often resulting in unnecessarily long sentences for defendants. Some members of Congress, on the other hand, 
have complained that judges too frequently invoke the exceptions to the guidelines that allow them to give 
lighter sentences. 
  
The high court's 5-4 ruling didn’t entirely disagree with the premise of the guidelines, but said that those 
sentence-boosting factors must be issues of fact to be reviewed by the jury ? not a rabbit out of a judge’s hat in 
sentencing. 
  
Sixth Amendment Mess 
  



Blakely reestablished the power of trial by jury guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment and in doing so, restored a 
little more of that frightening beast we romantically call Democracy (in all its flawed glory).  Now juries have 
significantly more power in determining what the crime means ? in terms of how much of a defendant’s life will 
be claimed by their verdict. If there are mitigating factors, they will be part and parcel of the verdict, not an 
afterthought that can double or even triple the impact of a jury decision.  
  
Still, for every civil libertarian celebrating the victory for the Sixth Amendment, a wizened old judge somewhere 
must be shaking his head. Juries, after all, are not so much a selection of your peers as a nearly scientific 
selection of pliable minds, demographically and experientially likely to go the way of the lawyers doing the 
asking. There is no freedom or justice in that equation.  
  
Holding the Line 
  
Meanwhile, the impact of Blakely is more feared than known. Earlier this month, the Supreme Court agreed to 
swiftly decide whether U.S. sentencing guidelines are constitutional, a decision expected by the end of the year. 
But in the circuit courts, the answer can’t come soon enough:  

• The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals in Chicago concluded that the federal guidelines were 
unconstitutional.  

• The Fifth Circuit in New Orleans decided they were just fine.  
• The Sixth Circuit in Ohio said the guidelines were simply suggestions that a judge "may disregard when 

she believes that a different sentence is called for."  
• Even Martha Stewart's lawyer got in on the act, asking a federal judge, in vain, to jettison the 

guidelines in sentencing his client.  
Several proposals for congressional legislation are in the works. Some would bring new leniency to the 
sentencing guidelines; others would strengthen the hand of prosecutors.  
  
In the next months, the backlash to the Court?s strict constructionist view will become known. With the 
Congress suddenly considering legislation that usurps even the Supreme Court?s power and the courts left in 
such disarray, the possibilities are troubling.  
  
For those watching from behind steel bars, these are all questions of time.  
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